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This matter concerns Tell City Boatworks, |nc.’s Motion to Strike the Report and

Exclude the Testimony of John William Sullivan. Upon review, the Court denies
Motion.
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be supplied when necessary.

LAW AND ANALYSIS
In its

Motion, Tell City claims that Sullivan’s report and testimony are inadmissible

for three interrelated

reasons regarding

their overall lack of relevancy

and

credibility.
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generally Pet’r Mot. Strike Report
In

response,
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Exclude Test. John William Sullivan
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Department maintains that Sullivan’s report and testimony are
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has not shown that Sullivan’s report and testimony are inadmissible on

this basis.
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Finally, Tell City

claims that Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence precludes

the admission of Sullivan’s report and testimony because:
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Sullivan

has a Bachelor of Science

in

Marine Engineering, he

is

a Licensed Chief

Engineer and a Certified Marine Surveyor, and he has worked within the Maritime Industry
for

over 30-years

in

a variety of capacities.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons,

Tell City’s

Testimony of John William Sullivan

SO ORDERED

this 18th

day
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Motion to Strike the Report and Exclude the

DENIED.
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